Hi Dave,

Here is another one to add to your list.

Thanks!

From: Vamos, Jill <jmvamos@udel.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, March 25, 2020 12:12 PM
To: Dell, Andrew <dellandr@udel.edu>; Woodbury, Adrienne <awoodbur@udel.edu>; Cibroski, Wanda <cibroski@udel.edu>; Flynn, Sharon <sdflynn@udel.edu>
Subject: FW: CJC Grants Management Notice - Message from the Executive Director

FYI

From: CRIMINAL JUSTICE COUNCIL [mailto:email@blackboard.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 25, 2020 12:08 PM
To: Vamos, Jill <jmvamos@udel.edu>
Subject: CJC Grants Management Notice - Message from the Executive Director

A message from CRIMINAL JUSTICE COUNCIL

To all Criminal Justice Council Staff and Grant Recipients,

The staff of the Criminal Justice Council is currently working remotely to comply with the Governor’s efforts to increase social distancing and flatten the COVID-19 curve. As such, we limited access to US mail at this time.

Until further notice, if you have any documents that you would typically mail to our office, please scan them and email them to your appropriate CJC contact. This especially includes signed awards and adjustments. Please scan and send these to your agency’s CJC grant monitor, who will then process these electronically so our Fiscal Group can issue your payments. Please note, we are allowing e-signatures at this time in an effort to keep things moving. We will also be posting these instructions to the eGrants sign-in screen.

We want to thank you for your patience during this difficult time, and we hope you are all staying safe and healthy. Rest assured, both the federal government and the Criminal Justice Council are still working hard to keep your much-needed grant funds flowing while allowing as much flexibility as possible.